IAP activities varied
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Richard Swearingen, a professor of aeronautics at MIT, says that it is an opportunity to look at MITE as more than just a place to study. He hopes that people who were overinvolved in academics during the term take the opportunity to get involved in other activities.

Thomas Ronz '80 is working full-time, taking a class offered by the math department to prepare for an actuarial exam, and playing bridge.

A few MIT students are studying for finals. Audrey Greenhill '79, for example, has one coming up at Harvard in Medieval Russian history. Greenhill's study breaks include skiing and looking up at Harvard in Medieval Russian history. Greenhill's study breaks include skiing and looking for a job. She also plans to hear Ocean Engineering faculty members discuss their work and to visit the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Doug White '82 and his roommates are playing such games as Dungeons and Dragons, Diplomacy, and Monopoly. He and Dan Grunberg '82 are entering the math club contest.

Matthew Steele '80 is working on a management UKOP project. He explained, "Some guy wrote a program that works on some IBM machines, and I have to make it work on the minicomputer in Sloan."

The Tech Show workshop production sponsored by the Musical Theatre Guild garnered much of Jerry Stimson '81's time. He is starting to rehearse for "Some Guy Wrote a Program That Works on Some IBM Machines, and I Have to Make It Work on the Minicomputer in Sloan."